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Synopsis
When a man comes to the end of his life, what will be the
most important question he will want answered concerning his
life? Might it be…did I fulfill my purpose? Did the creator of the
universe have a specific purpose for me?
The story: THE ROOKIE, is all about helping each
person discover the truth of this question: from God’s perspective.
When circumstances over-whelm Elijah: the old parson
was recently fried from his church; but, he was asked to stay on for
a year to help make a smooth transition to his young Associate,
whom he hired years ago; his wife of forty-plus years suddenly
died; and he is left to pick up the pieces of his “humble-pie”, he
decides to commit suicide.
God (I AM) sends a Theophany (an angelic messenger in a
physical form: a cinnamon colored cat named: Scooter {named
after the Yankee shortstop, Phil Rizzuto) to rescue him.

Scooter’s spiritual mission is to take Elijah on a journey to
visit specific venues, in the United States, and to visit with various
types of people he does not know. Each of the people at these
venues has a spiritual connection to him and his past ministries.
After this journey is completed (Scooter and Elijah travel
in a supped-up 1983 Trans Am, Cobalt-blue, hatch-back), he will
take him to find Methuselah, the wise, spiritual sage, who will show
him how his life and ministries enriched God’s kingdom and
changed the lives of the people he touched with his biblical
counsel. Before they can accomplish this task, they will have to
defeat Satan’s trap and solve a riddle to keep from being murdered
Elijah will be granted a unique privilege from I AM, he will
get to see how his life always had divine purpose. He will learn,
while he is still living, how his life intersected with a multitude of
people and how significant his life was to bring salvation to
thousands; while all he could see was his failures.

Scooter is a history-buff on the Negro League Baseball
players who were not allowed to play with the white baseball
players; with a focus upon the great Satchel Paige. Elijah is a bit of
an expert on the history of Baseball. All during the journey, Elijah
and Scooter carry on a heated Trivial Pursuit game concerning the
two types of baseball players: white and black. Scooter is a Yankee
fan and Elijah is a Cubbie fan. {This part of the story is in honor of
my dad and my love for the game of baseball}.
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